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The Golden Girls!
Calder Valley played host to the Fell Runners Association Relay event on
Saturday October 7th.
Originally proposed by Rod as a celebration of the clubs 21st Anniversary, it
turned out to be a celebration of our 20th Anniversary. But really who’s counting?
Led by Bill, the FRA Relay committee was formed and over the last year have
worked tirelessly to organize the event.
This Special Edition Sheep Sheet is to high light what a success the event was.

A Winners Tale.
It took a few days to sink in .... imagine a gold
medal! I've never won anything like that before.
It meant so much being part of a team. [I was
Yorkshire Ladies Orienteering Champion about
12 years ago but several elite runners were
absent so I had it easy really.

humourous banter [it was commented upon!]
Ben navigated back over the moors with the
two of them, collecting in all the controls on Leg
2, while Phil drove the car round to take up his

It was a brilliant day all round. I dropped my
youngest off at football practice up at Old Town
and then navigated with my compass and OS
map across the moors to my marshalling point
and hit it spot on; Gerry and co were already
there. It was great fun seeing all the first leg
runners run out and back, and then the second
leg runners go up on to the moors, especially
as I could see first Jo and then Sally and Jo
were having such good runs. The pressure was
on!
Celia and I went
out
on
the
navigational leg in
First place with
around 8 [?]
minutes
to
spare......I’d been
watching the
runners going out
on to the moors
and the choices
they were making
[particularly
Jonathan's] and to
be honest the rest
was easy, as far
as orienteering
goes. The orienteering courses I run as a W40
are generally much harder. We kept up high,
cutting corners where possible, always on a
bearing. I opted to run around Fly Flats
Reservoir instead of dropping down into the
valley and up, because as you know, unlike
Celia, I'm pretty slow downhill.
The rest is history...we came in first with 12
minutes to spare and Clare went on to win the
title for us. Amazing!!!!
It was nice to see the kids and Phil getting so
involved too. They all mashalled over by Mt
Skip Golf Course and I believe Joey and his
best mate Joseph gave the runners some

duties as a finish marshall.
Every time I've spoken to Clare since, she's
been on a high. I know how she feels. My only
regret is that there wasn't room for Thirza in the
team. Having said that, what a day.....didn't the
whole of Calder Valley do well! It was a relay to
remember. Brilliant

Jackie Scarf

Womens Results FRA Relay 2006
(48)
(51)
(53)
(56)

1
2
3
4

Calder Valley Fell Runners
Bingley Harriers
Dark Peak Fell Runners
Holmfirth Harriers AC

4:44:09
4:49:15
4:50:37
4:52:10
Andy
and
Alistair slipped 4
places by the
change over to
the navigation
leg. Cunningly
CVFR
had
allocated this
stage to our
crack pair of Jon
and Richard,
h i g h l y
experienced
runners and ace
racers and with
lots of home
g r o u n d
knowledge to
use.
They
managed to pull back 8 places to leave Calder
in 11th place for the final leg. Karl ran 6th
overall for leg 4, this held onto the 11th position.

The Boys did well too
CVFR well were represented by the male team
as well as the women. Adam led out the first leg
in the mass start across the dam wall. Narrow
paths led up on the moor and more open
running onto High Brown Knoll.
He handed over to Andy and Alistair for the long
pairs leg in 15th position. Leg 2 was hotly
contested as a leg where the strong teams
could put on some distance on their rivals.

Mens Results FRA Relay 2006
1

Bingley Harriers

3:44:53

2

Mercia Fell Runners

3:48:19

3

Horwich RMI

3:49:11

4

Dark Peak

3:51:09

5

Todmorden Harriers

3:51:31

6

Skipton AC

3:55:19

7

Northumberland Fell Runners

3:55:38

8

Dark Peak vets

3:56:03

9

Eryri Harriers

3:57:12

10

Pudsey and Bramley vets

3:57:35

11

Calder Valley Fell Runners

3:59:55

that wouldn't 'send', and taking photographs of
my own feet. (Why not? It's legal, cheap, and
there was bugger-all else to do.)
Eventually, runners crested the hill opposite. It
was the Mercia pair. One of them ran down the
slope; the other kept falling over and rolling. In
tribute to Galileo's experiment involving
dropping things off the leaning tower of Pisa,
they reached the bottom at the same time.
Elegance is clearly less painful, but not
necessarily more effective.

A Marshal's Tale part 1
I decided to avoid putting more pressure on the
car parks and abandoned my vehicle on the
Cold Edge road, dropping down on foot past
Slade Farm. Emerging from the misty wastes
into the Luddenden Valley, suddenly I found
myself surrounded by crowds of folk; over there
was a ruined castle on a hill, just below that,
tents and pavilions. It was a scene fitted to
jousting, or possibly an episode of Robin Hood,
but we made do with the fell relays.

After this, the runners
came thick and fast.
At least, they were
relatively fast; I can't
vouch for their levels
of intelligence, but
surely if any of us
had been really
clever we'd have
been somewhere
else. Some pairs
breezed along,
radiating bonhomie.
Others looked as if, having been through a
mincer together, they were now blood brothers
for life. A few were snarling at each other and
bitter divorce was in the air as they passed by.
Oddly, the quality of their running bore little
relation to their place in the field - the only pair
that managed to sprint up the steep slope was
in about 102nd position.
As the tail-enders were appearing, I was
startled by runners scrambling down a waterfall
behind me and bursting out of the ferns. These
turned out to be leg 3 pairs. Soon runners could
be seen crossing the valley in every
conceivable direction.

I spent several hours above the brook, just up
from the reservoirs. Having failed to keep my
footing even walking to checkpoint 7 of leg 2, I
had every sympathy for the runners who had to
negotiate the swamp, bracken and wet rock at
speed. I saw no-one for about an hour, apart
from Natalie White who ghosted past in pursuit
of an implausibly fit dog. I kept my spirits high
by munching sausage rolls, composing texts

Having reported back to Bill with my sheet, my
next position was at the east end of the upper
dam wall, where leg 4 runners shot down the
hill through a wood and leapt a straw bale. I had
simply to ensure that they carried straight on
across the dam. In practice this was
complicated by the fact that the slower leg 3
pairs were still on the go, and everyone going
to/from the checkpoint at shooting butt no. 3
headed for the same point. The most exciting

moment was when four pairs and two individual
runners all approached the gap in the wall at
the same time but from completely different
angles. The resulting melee was somewhat
blurred. I have a hazy notion that fewer people
emerged than collided: the laws of physics
suggest that this should result in a massive
release of energy. This could explain why
(instead of turning left and jogging fifty yards to
the finish) one leg 3 pair started off over the
dam, intent on another ascent of High Brown
Knoll. Fortunately, they were intercepted in time
and set back on the correct route. Yes, I know
it's supposed to be a navigational leg, but there
comes a point at which basic humanitarian
principles kick in.

who was a top man at navigating (thought I was
as I got a gold navi award only a few years ago
which involved getting off Bleaklow without
using paths in the dark!!!!) but I digress. Hope
he didn't think that all CVFR was that
disorganised/suffer impaired navigation under
pressure. He got me to the exact spot....just in
time.....phew!!!!!I marshalled where Leg 2 joined
Leg 1 and 4.

In all, it was a fantastic event, brilliantly
organised. That's what everyone kept telling
me, too.
I mud-plugged back across Fill Belly Flat to my
car, pausing only to redirect some leg 3
stragglers who were still wandering forlornly
around the grouse butts; even they'd had a
great time. Back on the road, I met a Dark Peak
runner who'd travelled up on the off chance he
might step in as a reserve for some team, and
had managed to get an outing on leg 4. He was
full of praise for the event. As we spoke, his
eyes drifted across Rocking Stone Flat. "God,
it's bleak up here, though," he remarked; and
that's quite an accolade, coming from Dark
Peak....
Philip Jones

A Marshal's Tale part 2
Walked over from Hebden Bridge to the event
and managed to navigate OK to the event
BUT.......... couldn't micro navigate to the exact
spot where I was meant to marshall, so
wandered up and down a 200m stretch getting
more panicky as I realised the start time was
fast approaching. Of course with panic, away
goes any rational thought....getting nearer the
time and I was really pooing myself...then an
angel appeared......Andy I think from Mercia

I was later giggling at the procession of runners
coming along Leg 2 over all the tussocks and
holes.......first I could see them, then I'd hear a
plop, then they appeared again and vanish with
a groan.... it was so funny. I really did manage
though, not to smile, as I know on the Half-Trog
I also have the same 'opportunities'. As the last
few lady runners approached they really
b*ll*cked me......"this is ridiculous.....I'm never
doing this again.....etc etc".....I didn't say
anything but the naughty half of me felt like
saying "Just stick to yer f****n roads and stop
whingeing!"
A great super duper day though.
Clive

A Marshals Tale part 3.
Des and myself marshalled at Checkpoint 1/6 it seemed a hive of activity most of the day as
all the legs, apart from the navigation leg, went
through there. Runners recceing later legs,
supporters and just walkers kept stopping for a
chat - we could hear the tannoy and the noise
from the event centre but it was out of sight and
we could any guess at the hive of activity down
there. Most of the moor was also out of sight
because of the mist - the towers kept appearing
and disappearing - we could just about make

out Dave Beston who was manning a stile
about 400 yards along the wall. He came along
for a chat and some food (he'd forgotten to
bring any!) between legs 2 and 4 when there
was a bit of a lull in the proceedings. Then it got
quite hectic with the leading runners returning
from High brown Knoll on leg 4 as the mass
start was just going out - it was only a narrow
gateway! As we made our way down the steps
towards Luddenden after our stint was over –
we passed three groups who must have been
on the navigation leg coming back up the steps
and wondered just how they'd managed to get
so far off course. It must have been
heartbreaking for them as, by this time, most of
the leg 4 runners had finished!
Gerry

competition for ‘Worst Kept’ was hot from the off
– I’m sure some of those sheep had been for a
swim before they even reached us. Dave
Woodhead provided some great entertainment
by shouting encouragement across the valley to
Clare Kenny as she climbed towards the top car
park whilst Sharon Taylor of Bingley
approached us at checkpoint 1. Victory seemed
pretty safe at this point!
Cerys

Things that went on
behind the scenes!

Amanda sending Steve out for more 'eyes' and
initial supplies from Hobbycraft!!!!!
Nick from Yorkshire Water wiped the smile off
Bill's face announcing he was unhappy about
erecting the marquees where they were (on the
dam), when the first one was already up!!
Russell forgot a computer monitor to set up his
shop for saturday. Nick had to bring ours over
saturday morning.

A Marshals Tale part 4.
I spent most of the day at checkpoint 1/6 on
legs 1/4 - what a great spot. Myself, Gerry and
Des kept were kept entertained by runners
passing by in both directions (often at the same
time) and from all directions in the case of the
navigational leg. We started our own best and
worst kept sheep competition, where the

First aid guy arriving hours late by taxi...........
Wilf's nearly not making it up Stock's
Lane..........
Delicate aroma of 'Dead sheep' at event centre
day before..........
Collapsing walls (certain stile
manufacturer!)...................
Portaloos booked for 21st Oct..............
Clare

Flagging wednesday night...firstly the map and
the recci route seemed very different (in my tiny
mind anyway), then I realised I had about 1/10
the number of flags needed, then there was a
lovely sunset....then it got dark...whoops, then I
was a long way from home without a torch.....
I'd call that mission unsuccessful. I went home,
made lots of flags and got up before work the
next morning and went back to put them in the
wrong place...still pitifully short and all seemed
redone when I ran the leg!!.....mmmh....useless
idiot comes to mind.....!! Can't say I didn't try....
JBS

them to turn left up the road they then
attempted to enter the little cemetery. OK so
whoever flagged the route did leave a flag next
to the cemetery gate but where did they think
they were going? That was about it from my
stint.
Steve Smithies
Rossendale Ladies leg 1 runner was so late
that their leg 4 runner decided to set
off..............they had 2 runners therefore set off
at the start!!!!!!!
Clare

Things that happened on the
day
I think the funniest
thing that happened
to Salford Harriers
was Carl Hardman
on leg one falling in a
pile of 'pig-sheet',
and was covered
head to toe in black
very smelly matter.
Andi and John on leg
two didn’t recognise
him as his vest was
black and face
covered, they only
recognised his eyes.
Duncan
We thought it was quite funny that rivals
Pudsey got lost on the navigation leg, although
Bingley were obviously the ones laughing
loudest
Mercia
James Logue and partner came crashing over
the hill side into the leg 3/4 change over, hotly
pursued by Jebb and Holmes, unfortunately
Horwich forth leg runner was chatting up near
Wilfs, so the 20 second advantage was lost??
Ben
While marshalling at Throstle Bower during Leg
2 Mercia were the first pair who appeared out
of the valley. Now I appreciate that they are not
familiar with Calder Valley but as I directed

Jez's quote on Saturday morning "oops, I
wonder if I've made the navigation leg a bit
hard!"...........ummm, too late now Jez!
Firstly Clare a big thank-you from Rolls-Royce
Harriers to you all, for putting on an excellent
event. Some of our team, including the first leg
runner where stuck on the M1 at junction 35
due to a car fire. Our first leg runner ran from
the top car park and made the start with a few
minutes to spare. The driver, Pete Adams,
managed to lock his car keys in his car! After
he ran the second leg he had to walk up to the
beginning of the estate to get a phone signal to
ring the AA. Then spent the rest of the
afternoon waiting for them.
Thanks again for a great event. Cheers
John
Whilst I was calling in numbers over the radio a
team (I believe it was the Dark Peak Vets)
stopped just infront of my vantage point; the
lead guy turned to his mate and said "Have you
got the batton?"
"No!" came the reply "I thought you had"

"I must have dropped it, should we go back and
look for it?" said the first guy.
"When did you drop it?"
At this point they turned around and were about
to set off; the first guy replied "I can't
remember"
The second guy notices a bulge in the back of
the first guys vest, poking at it he say's "It's
here you f*~!ing idiot!"
Carl Greenwood
I went to walk out to the Rocking Stone on Leg
2, after taking 1 minute to weave my way 100
yards through the bog I gave up and returned to
the previous Calder Valley marshal. With the
swirling mist, the rocking stone silhouetted on
the horizon, the marshal at the Rocking Stone's
dog barking and the mire in between - it could
have been a scene from Hound of the
Baskervilles. As the runners crossed the mire, a
deep wet channel of bog was hidden behind a
fold in the ground and 1 member
of most pairs fell straight in.
Martin Humphreys brought a spare Stroud vest,
which a couple of our runners tried desperately
to squeeze into. He later realised that this was
his dog Murphy's vest and not his spare vest at
all.
Stroud AC

Some comments from the
FRA website forum
Let me be the first to congratulate both the
organisers and all the support teams for an
extremely well organised and marshalled event.
Must admit when I first saw the location on a
reccy on thursday I had serious qualms about
the suitability of the the venue, and how tricky
the routes would be to follow. Not a bit of it! I
have never seen so many marshalls and red
tape! ( the right kind) Well done to all. & How
many other events do you see the ladies
national ex champion out marshalling the
parking (mind you when she asked us for £10
protection money not to deflate the tyres - you
realize it was a good earner - sorry Sally, Only
Joking!!!)
Again well done.
Always injured
We must say a Big Big Thanks to Bill, his
club (Calder Valley) and all who were kind
enough to marshall.
What a great event in excellent surroundings
and the organisation was brilliant.
PS Well done to all who took part, it was a
great turn out.
Stagger
A grand day out. Thanks to CVFR and Manhar
and all of the marshalls.
JD
I was looking forward to that mile of fast, flat
running but, as you say, it was not that easy. I
fell several times as did my team mate on leg 4!
Nevertheless the whole event was very
enjoyable and does Calder Valley Fell Runners
great credit.
Swoop
On behalf of Edinburgh Uni H&H I'd like to say
a big thanks to Calder Valley and all the helpers
and organisers, it was a really good day. 1st leg
was really good fun, and nice mix of tough
terrain, climbs and descents. We all enjoyed
our day out, and unofficially becoming the best
university fell runners in the UK!......hopefully
next year we can get a full strength team out
Mark

the way, according to James' partner. James
didn't realise until CP 6 that they were behind.
I would so like
to comment on
what a great
day I have had
but I don't feel
like I'd do it
justice cos I've
just been to
BillJ's after
party and I'm
feeling a touch
drunk. Know
what I mean?
The day from
start to finish
has
been
absolutely
fantastic.
Incredible organisation or what???!!!
Joliver Jim
Brilliant day Bill and all your mates at Calder
Valley (but we knew it would be). Excellent
support and encouragement all round. Pity our
vet navigators have both got big left thumbs
and didn't see checkpoint one until they were
on their way to number 4. All our boys thought
the courses were great with a bit of everything
thrown in and leg two was even described as
almost pornographic by one of them, his words
not mine.
Thanks again from deepest Essex.
Invisible
I don't know about the other Horwich guy but
one of their leg 3 runners was James Logue
who's a brilliant navigator. He knows the area
and has won quite a few races in Calderdale
this year including Widdop and each of the
three CVFR Midsummer Madness races. I
believe that Bingley might have known this and
followed him round. Bingley had some tall guy
called "Jebb" and some smaller older guy
called "Holmes" running for them. I think they're
supposed to be quite good. Crow Hill
Was chatting to Mr Logue afterwards, and he
missed the CP 5. Bingley caught them up a
minute and sat about 20 yards behind them all

I believe Bingley did 'thank' James at the prize
giving for the tow. As is the way on the
navigation leg. If only Horwich hadn't missed
the first control by a minute it may not have
been quite the same result. Seamus

The FRA Relay Committee
This type of event clearly doesn’t just occur
overnight. The preparations have been a year
long since Rods’ first suggestion.
The work has been driven forward by Bill who
by all accounts has put hundreds of man hours
into planning routes, running routes, talking to
Yorkshire Water, talking to the Schofields,
talking to the sailing club admiral(!) to list a few
things.
As Anne said at the post event party “It’ll be
nice to have Bill back again!”
Now I know it hasn’t all been Bills work:
Jez and James planned navigation routes,
Amanda & co made sheep batons
Clare produced charts of vests just like at the
posh races
Jo BS booked portaloos and marquees,
generally for the same and correct
weekend.......and that’s just some of it!!!!
On behalf of all the CVFR members I’d like to
thank anyone and everyone who was involved
in any way in making this event the success it
was.
The Commitee were:
Bill Johnson
Alistair Morris
Amanda Farrell
Barry Shaw
Clare Kenny
Jez Wilkinson
Jo Buckley
Rose and Andy Carnochan
Thirza and Dave Hyde
with added able assistance from:
Adam Breaks
Alistair Whitelaw
Carl Greenwood
Clive Greatorex
Ian Wood
Jackie Scarf
James Williams
Rod Sutcliffe
Jon and Julie Underwood

The majority of the photographs have been taken by either Carl Greenwood or Alistair Whitelaw,
others came from Gerry and Philip. Thanks to them for there use. To be honest I’ve forgotten exactly
which were from who. Don’t shoot the messenger!

